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Questions 

1. Do you have stats system for each xdino, if yes what stats do 
you have and what is their effect?  

2. Does each xdinominer and xdinoking has different stats? And 
what is the difference between those two?  

3. What is the game style? Is it more like MMORPG or turn-
based?  

4. What do we have to do each day? Like daily quest/PVP/event 
etc? 

5. Can we upgrade or evolve our xdino?  

6. How much does it cost to buy and upgrade land? Basically, 
how much xdnt do we need in order to get all the stuff to the 
max level? 

7. What graphics should we expect? 

8. What is the Contract used for? 

9.  Is there any item that we can equip to our xdino? 

10. If a player doesn’t own a single xdinominer, can he or she 
play the game?  

11. Could you tell us a liYle bit about your team, how many 
members you have, where are you from, and what market cap 
do you expect your xdnt, xdinominers and xdinoking to be in 
the future? 
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1. Do you have stats system for each xdino, if yes what 
stats do you have and what is their effect?  

Yes, we do have stats system for Xdinominers, XdinoKings and 
Ci^zens. The stats are: 

• Strength (power of physical aYacks) 

• Stamina (Running around capacity) 

• Agility (More agility/more speed in aYacks and in 
movements) 

• Mana (More mana/more Special aYacks) 

• Ki Power (Power on special aYacks) 

• Durability (More Durability, More defense) 

• XP (Experience points) 
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2. Does each xdinominer and xdinoking has different 
stats? And what is the difference between those two? 

No, there are no different stats, but XdinoKings are stronger than 
Xdinominers. And each level up they gain more stats than the 
Xdinominers.  

Each element of Xdinominers will have different stats and a 
special effect. There are 5 elements, 5 special effects (Wood, 
Iron, Crystal, Rock, Sand). 

XdinoKings do not have different stats or special effects among 
them, they all start the same. They decide themselves the path 
that will take by leveling up and with the Items.  

There are 4 classes you can choose for XdinoKings: 

• Fighters/More Strength 

• Mages/More Mana 

• Ninja/More agility 

• Tank/More durability 
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3. What is the game style? Is it more like MMORPG or 
turn-based?  

I guess you are referring to in baYles, it is more like MMORPG. In 
general, in order to navigate into the Xislanders world, you will 
use a 2D map. While entering in buildings will be in 3D and your 
Avatar takes form. 

4. What do we have to do each day? Like daily quest/
PVP/event etc? 

You are free to do whatever you want. This is a new world and 
you have to explore it. There will be daily in-game tasks and 
some^mes even Physical out of game tasks (Like take a photo of 
whatever or eat 1 bucket of KFC in ten minutes). In-game daily 
tasks will be like visi^ng those ten buildings (if someone makes a 
paid promo^on for example) and basically everything else that 
you can imagine. There will be some daily DEV tasks of course 
(like puzzle solving games and food hun^ng) in order for new 
players to learn how Xislanders world works and in order to gain 
XDNT, but when awareness is established, players will create 
through event planning buildings and Contracts, whatever tasks 
they want. Anything is possible. You can fight all day, you can do 
tasks all day, you can farm all day, you can trade all day, you can 
do even beauty contests, play other mini-games, chat, whatever. 
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5. Can we upgrade or evolve our xdino?  

Xdinominers cannot become XdinoKings. Every Xdino, apart from 
XdinoGods gains experience and levels. You can upgrade your 
items and equipment. 

6. How much does it cost to buy and upgrade land? 
Basically, how much XDNT do we need in order to get 
all the stuff to the max level? 

In Xislanders world you can refer as to land in those 4: 

• Con^nents 

• Islands 

• SPOTS (land) 

• Buildings 

In the first version of Xislander, there will be 1000 Con^nents, 
each will include 5 islands, totaling of 5000 Islands. Each island 
has 20 SPOTS (land) and in every SPOT you can build 1 building.  
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There are two kinds of SPOTS.  

• Regular SPOTS: Buildings like farms, trading stores, 
galleries are built here 

• Special SPOTS: Building like BaYle Arenas, specula^ng 
stores, Event Planning stores are built here 

Regular SPOTS cost 10.000 XDNT and Special SPOTS 50.000. 

Each Xdinominer will own an Island and each XdinoKing a 
con^nent. Lekover Con^nents will be auc^oned. 

Also, there is NO max level. XDNT is the currency of the game, 
you need XDNT for: 

• Leveling up your Islands and buildings 

• Vo^ng 

• BaYling 

• Making Contracts 

• Buy items, SPOTS, Con^nents 

• Trading 

• Staking 

You can never have enough XDNT. 
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7. What graphics should we expect? 

It is going to be in 2D and 3D. More info will be released soon. 

8. What is the Contract used for? 

Contract is basically used for everything. Is what gives Xislanders 
world so much freedom. With the help of Smart contracts 
someone will be able to make a Contract with anyone they want. 
It might be a task, or an Arena BaYle which the winner is 
rewarded, or just a ques^on and an answer. Gamers can also 
create contracts, that binds other players to where a specific 
item for some ^me period. Everything is possible. 

9. Is there any item we can equip our Xdino? 

There are plenty of items that can be equipped. Don’t forget any 
NFT ar^st can collaborate with us and create their items/
equipment. Then Community will have to vote if the item is going 
to be released on the game or not. 
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10.If a player doesn’t own an Xdino can he/she play the 
game? 

Of course. Players that are not Xdinos are Ci^zens. There will be a 
maximum total of 5875 Xdinos, while Ci^zens will be (depending 
on the awareness of the game) at least 100.000 for the first 
version. Our Vision is to be the gateway for the non-Crypto users 
to the Blockchain world. We want to be here and help when 
mass adop^on comes. New Users will have to go through 
tutorials and step by step will learn how to navigate themselves 
on the Xislanders world and the Crypto world in general. Do not 
forget that 8 posi^ons for the XdinoGods will be taken by 
ci^zens, when only 1 will be taken from Xdinominers and 1 from 
XdinoKings. 
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11.Could you tell us a li\le bit about your team, how 
many members you have, where are you from, and 
what market cap do you expect your xdnt, 
xdinominers and xdinokings to be in the future? 

Our team consists of 7 people.  

• The one who is ac^ve on social media the most, is the guy 
that had the whole idea of Xislanders world 

• The ar^st behind the Xdinos, while this is his first NFT 
project I think we can all agree that the devo^on and his 
style have created, somewhat cute yet ready for BaYle 
Xdinos. 

• Our beloved graphic designer and her team, soon you will 
have the opportunity to give us feedback about their work 

• And last but definitely not least our amazing Development 
team. 

While we are separated in different Countries, we have assigned 
Germany us our base. As for our iden^^es, we are talking with 
our Lawyers about it. Some are skep^cal, others willing. Will let 
you know more about it as soon we know more. 

The second part of the ques^on is a bit tricky, but we will try to 
answer nevertheless. Please read WP before reading below. 
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XDNT 

XDNT has a burning fac^on. A small percentage is gemng burned 
with every in-game transac^on. 400 million will be circula^ng, 
while 600 million are held for staking rewards, burning etc. Total 
1 billion XDNT. Our first goal is a Market cap of 100 million $ for 
XDNT. When this goal is achieved, there is no limit to where it 
can go from there. All the SPOTS (land) that can be used are 20 
(per island) * 5000 (islands) =100.000 SPOTS. There will be even 
more Ci^zens that came late on the game or chose not to buy a 
SPOT. Now just think that the everyday users of Axie Infinity are 
around 350.000. It all depends on how much Xislanders world 
will grow. But since this Is a whole new world, with infinite 
freedom, I would say it will grow. 

Xdinominers 
Xdinominers are NFTs, Avatars, with awesome BaYles, 
community access, passive income, item holding and way much 
more opportuni^es. If someone would tell you that in a game 
there are 100.000 players, but 5.000 of them have special 
privileges, how much would you spend on them. It really all 
depends on the community, but if we succeed out vision and our 
prime goal, I would say whoever is reading this is way too early!!! 
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Xdinokings 
XdinoKings, now this is way too difficult to es^mate. Imagine All 
of what Xdinominers text above made you think, just with more 
Special privileges and with a maximum crea^on of 875 Unique 
NFTs. If being in a community that is less than the 1% of whole 
game is not enough (if game has 100.000 players), in addi^on an 
XdinoKings in order to become an XdinoGod will only have to 
compete with the rest XdinoKings. 

Also, our es^mate for the price of the Con^nents, lek without 
XdinoKings and will be auc^oned is 100.000 XDNT floor. Now 
imagine XdinoKings that have so much more perks and also each 
own a con^nent. The possibili^es are MASSIVE!!! 

•
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